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The joy of redemption1
'זאת גו-את-מלא שבע זאת ונתנה לך גם
Complete this week, and she will be given to you [in marriage] as well…2
The Mishnah teaches us3 that it is forbidden to get married on Yom Tov, as well as the intermediary days
of Yom Tov. The reason given is that it is a simcha, a joyous event. Why is that a reason to forbid it on
Yom Tov?
The gemarra gives various explanations. One explanation is ein mearvin simcha besimcha, it is forbidden
to mix two joyous occasions. Sounds like any joyous occasion shouldn’t be mixed with another. What’s
the source for such a concept? The gemarra derives4 it from King Shlomo, who completed the building
of the Temple seven days before the festival of Sukkos. He made a nationwide seven-day festival in
honor of the event, and then the nation celebrated the seven days of Sukkos. The verse5 stresses that he
made a seven-day festival, and only then there was the seven days of Sukkos. This seemingly
superfluous information teaches us that it would have been forbidden to combine the two events.
Another source is brought6 from this week’s parsha. After Yaakov was tricked into marrying Leah, his
father-in-law Lavan told him to wait after the week of celebrations before marrying Rochel. Only then
would he be allowed to marry the women whom he originally intended to marry. We see from this that
it was understood not to mix two celebrations.
Does pidyon haben have the issue of ein mearvin simcha besimcha, at least when it comes to performing
it on Yom Tov? Tosafos are unsure7 about the matter. What would be the simcha associated with a
pidyon haben? One suggestion could be simply the simcha of fulfilling this mitzvah. It’s not as common a
mitzvah as others. It’s only once in a father’s life. Their wife’s firstborn needs to be a son. Neither of
them can be kohanim, leviim, or be children of kohanim or leviim. Perhaps the joy is fulfilling this rarer
mitzvah. Indeed, this is the reason why there’s an accompanying blessing of shecheyanu, which is
recited when performing mitzvos of simcha8.
While this may be true, it would appear that some9 prohibit getting married on Yom Tov only if there’s
the traditional festive meal. It would seem that the same should apply to a pidyon haben. While the
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mitzvah could have inherent joy, the mitzvah on its own wouldn’t be forbidden on Yom Tov. Only in
conjunction with a festive meal would there be a question. Indeed, Tosafos only mention uncertainty
with regards to the festive meal of a pidyon haben. It sounds like the pidyon haben alone would be fine10
11
. Now would be a good time to analyze the idea of a meal at a pidyon haben, how exactly to define it.
Certain mitzvos require a festive meal to accompany it, such as a wedding. The gemarra doesn’t list any
specific requirement to have a meal at a pidyon haben. It is however something that has been the
custom for almost two millennia12. What’s the purpose of such a meal? I would have said it’s to
accompany the celebration of such a joyous mitzvah. However, many authorities13 give a different
explanation. They say it’s to publicize the pidyon haben, so everyone will know that this first-born boy
was redeemed14. Perhaps this was Tosafos’ dilemma. If the reason for the festive meal is simcha, then
there could be an issue of ein mearvin simcha besimcha. If the reason for the meal is to publicize the
pidyon haben, then there shouldn’t be any issue. Maybe Tosafos wasn’t sure how to define the purpose
behind the meal.
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In any event, the final halacha is that it is permissible to have a pidyon haben with its accompanying
meal on the intermediary days of Yom Tov15. The reason being that the biggest simcha comes from
celebrating a marriage16. Therefore, ein mearvin simcha besimcha only applies to celebrations of equal
stature. This would then permit a pidyon haben on Yom Tov.
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